COUNCIL HISTORY
The MPCSC was started in 2002 by Mr. David Brock, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) Small Business Specialist, with the assistance of several MSFC prime contractors in order to serve as an invaluable resource to preserve and promote the best interests of small businesses. It is a channel through which SBs can more effectively penetrate the Federal Government marketplace and large businesses can better achieve their SB socio-economic goals.

COUNCIL PHILOSOPHY
Our philosophy is to create an environment to promote and nurture an effective exchange of best practices and lessons learned among MSFC prime contractors, which will strengthen the support to aerospace research and development and related activities, heighten awareness of the NASA socio-economic programs and objectives, and develop a foundation for effective exchange of information throughout the MSFC prime contractor community. Council members strongly believe in the power of teamwork and believe that by working together they will make a difference!

Marshall Prime Contractors Supplier Council
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Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, AL 35812
COUNCIL BENEFITS

LARGE COMPANIES
- NASA MSFC acquisition forecast, type of competition and associated NAICS codes
- Lessons Learned and Best Practices in subcontracting to Small Businesses (SB)
- Visibility of successful SBs
- SBA/NASA SB programs and Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) updates
- Developing relationships with other Prime Contractor SB liaison personnel

SMALL BUSINESSES
- Training on “How To Do Business With Prime Contractors”
- Identification of matchmaking events
- NASA Mentor-Protégé Program
- NASA MSFC acquisition forecast, type of competition and associated NAICS codes
- Visibility to prime contractors

NASA SMALL BUSINESS

NASA Office of Small Business Programs
http://www.osbp.nasa.gov
- Vision/Mission
- How to do business with NASA
- Business development and technology
- Small business programs
- Outreach
- Awards and achievements
- NASA acquisition forecast
- Locating a small business specialist

CONTACT INFO
NASA HEADQUARTERS, SMALL BUSINESS OFFICE
Glenn Delgado, Associate Administrator
202.358.2088
smallbusiness@nasa.gov

MSFC SMALL BUSINESS SPECIALIST
David Brock, SBS
256.544.0267
MSFC-SmallBusiness@mail.nasa.gov

MSFC PROCUREMENT

“Doing Business with Marshall Space Flight Center”
https://msfc.nasa.gov/doing_business
- NASA Acquisition Internet Service (NAIS)
- MSFC Prime Contractors
- Major contracts recompetition
  (Acquisition Planning Tool)
- Listing your company in MSFC’s Small Business Directory
- Marketing tools
- Special government SB programs
- Marshall SB Alliance, MSBA
- Small Business Directory

MPCSC
- Membership criteria and application form
- List of current and past officers
- Member companies and POCs
- Past meetings/future events
- Meeting presentations and photos